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Terms of Service
1. Welcome to LEARN2ESPORT, an educational platform for esports with course content, tools and user interaction
for providers of education, teachers, and students. Access to the platform and information regarding our services is
available at www.Learn2Esport.com. LEARN2ESPORT is provided by Learn2Esport Education Global AB (org. no.
559165-5781), S:t Olofsgatan 35, 753 30 Uppsala, Sweden.
2. By using the educational platform LEARN2ESPORT, you agree to these terms of service. You also need to have
been duly invited to use LEARN2ESPORT by a teacher, coach or provider of education. LEARN2ESPORT is accessible
for individuals 18 years of age or older, or younger individuals with the consent of a legal guardian.
User account and password
3. To use LEARN2ESPORT you must create a user account and choose a password. When doing so, you submit your
name, the name of your school or provider of education and your e-mail address. This information is used to provide
you with access to LEARN2ESPORT and to verify that you have been duly invited to use the platform. As a student or
course attendee you will receive your invitation to access LEARN2ESPORT from your teacher or education provider.
4. Your account is personal, and you are not allowed to transfer it or use it in order to grant another individual access
to LEARN2ESPORT. You are responsible for keeping your user account and password confidential. If you suspect that
your user account is being accessed by an unauthorized party, you are to immediately notify LEARN2ESPORT via e
mail: contact@learn2esport.com
5. If you do not use your account for a period of [180 days], we have the right to terminate your account. We also
retain the right to immediately terminate your account if you do not act in accordance with these terms of service.
Conduct and you content
6. You may only use LEARN2ESPORT as an educational platform, to participate in or conduct educational activities.
As a user of LEARN2ESPORT you can post comments, chat, upload profile pictures and share statistics regarding your
gaming. You are personally responsible for the content you create and upload to the platform.
7. As a user you confirm that you will not create or upload content which may be considered objectionable or
deceptive, which alludes to ethnic or cultural identity, religion, sexuality, political opinion or other similar content
representing slander, personal insult, harassment, discrimination, racist, pornographic or violent depictions, or which
may be considered to encourage criminal or otherwise condemnable acts.
8. As a user you also confirm that you will not upload or create material which you do not have the right to use,
which infringes on copyright or other intellectual property rights, or which constitutes marketing. If you are unsure,
you must not use text or images created by someone else and you should also not upload images of another
individual without obtaining the consent of such individuals.
9. If you encounter material which you consider objectionable, or which you suspect is in breach of these terms of
service, please contact LEARN2ESPORT via e-mail: contact@learn2esport.com
Technical access to LEARN2ESPORT
10. As a user of LEARN2ESPORT or a visitor of the website LEARN2ESPORT.com, you confirm that you will not upload
files, code or malicious software such as viruses, trojans, corrupted data or other content designed to access,
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damage or exploit LEARN2ESPORT or the website or access thereto. You also confirm that you will not breach or
circumvent technology designed to protect content and also abstain from copying, decompiling, crawling, scraping,
distributing or reproducing all of or parts of LEARN2ESPORT or the website, unless binding legislation allows it.
Right to content
11. As a user of LEARN2ESPORT and a visitor of the website www.learn2esport.com, you confirm that you
understand and respect that rights to content, videos, posts, texts, designs and other content on the platform, is the
property of LEARN2ESPORT and our partners. You are not allowed to use visual material, trademarks, logotypes,
videos, links or other content in any capacity other than for the intended purpose of your education on the platform.
12. As a user you can write comments, chat, share your profile picture and statistics about your gaming. This content
becomes a part of the LEARN2ESPORT platform. You confirm your understanding of and, by accepting these terms of
service, approve that your content may accessed by other users and that it may be used by LEARN2ESPORT.
13. LEARN2ESPORT continually supervises and reviews content published on the platform and reserves the right to
remove content in breach of these terms of service.
Warranties and responsibility
14. LEARN2ESPORT and the website www.learn2esport.com is supplied as is, without any warranties regarding
accessibility, content, quality or suitability for a particular purpose. As a user you confirm that you understand and
accept that the platform and related services are dependent on LEARN2ESPORT and the rights of our partners, and
that as such, the access to and content of the services may change over time. Each user is individually responsible for
any use of LEARN2ESPORT, the website and related services.
Personal data
15. When you create a user account and use LEARN2ESPORT, your personal data will be processed by us – in other
words, information relating to you as an individual person will be processed by us in order to provide and
administrate the educational platform.
To learn more about our processing of your personal data, please click here.
Damages
16. If you as a user act in breach of these terms of service or if your actions otherwise cause damage to
LEARN2ESPORT Education Global AB or our partners, you may be held responsible for and become liable for any
such damages. LEARN2ESPORT Education Global AB cannot be held responsible for indirect damages resulting from
the use of our services, including but not limited to loss of production or profit, or loss of municipality funding or
allocation of funds or any halt in operations or loss of income.
Changes to the user agreement and termination of user account
17. We retain the right to change these terms of service and to cease provision of the LEARN2ESPORT education
platform temporarily or permanently. You will receive notice in due time before any substantial changes enter into
force, by way of notice on the platform or by e-mail. You may terminate your user account at any time. If you wish to
terminate your account and unregister as a user, please contact LEARN2ESPORT by e-mail:
contact@learn2esport.com
Disputes and applicable law
18. Swedish law shall govern these terms of service and the interpretation and application of these terms of service
is subject to Swedish law, excluding conflict of law rules. Disputes or claims related to these terms of service shall be
finally settled in Swedish court, with Stockholm District Court as first instance.
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